The thermodynamics of 3'-terminal pyrene and guanosine for the design of isoenergetic 2'-O-methyl-RNA-LNA chimeric oligonucleotide probes of RNA structure.
To facilitate design of short isoenergetic hybridization probes for RNA, we report the influence of adding 5'- or 3'-terminal 2'-O-methylguanosine (GM), LNA-guanosine (GL), or 3'-terminal pyrene pseudo-nucleotide (PPN) on the thermodynamic stability of 2'-O-methyl-RNA/RNA (2'-O-Me-RNA/RNA) duplexes with sequences 5'CMGMGMCMAM/3'AAXGCCGUXAA, where X is A, C, G, or U. A 3'-terminal GM or GL added to the 2'-O-Me-RNA strand to form a G-A, G-G or G-U mismatch enhances thermodynamic stability (DeltaDeltaG degrees 37) of the 2'-O-Me-RNA/RNA duplexes on average by 0.7 and 1.5 kcal/mol, respectively. A 3'-terminal GM or GL in a GM-C or GL-C pair stabilizes the 2'-O-Me-RNA/RNA duplex by 2.6 and 3.4 kcal/mol, respectively. A 5'-terminal GM or GL in a G-A or G-G mismatch provided less stabilization in comparison with a 3'-terminal G-A or G-G mismatch, but more stabilization in a G-C or G-U pair. In contrast to guanosine derivatives, pyrene residue (P) as PPN at the 3'-terminal position enhances thermodynamic stability of the 2'-O-Me-RNA/RNA duplexes on average by 2.3 +/- 0.1 kcal/mol, relatively independent of the type of ribonucleotide placed in the opposite strand. The thermodynamic data can be applied to design 2'-O-Me-RNA/RNA duplexes with enhanced thermodynamic stability that is also sequence independent. This is useful for design of hybridization probes to interrogate RNA structure and/or expression by microarray and other methods.